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We consider a storage process with finite or infinite capacity having a compound Poisson 
process as input and general release rule. For this process we derive some exponential type upper 
and lower bounds for hitting time distributions by means of martingale theory. 
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1. Introduction 
Let us consider a storage process X(t) which is defined as the unique solution 
of the following stochastic integral equation:. 
X(t)=X(O)- ‘r(X(s))ds+ 1 (A(s)-A(s-))~(b-X(s-)). 
I 
(1) 
0 SG, 
Here b a 0 (possibly b = co) is the capacity of the storage, and A(t) is assumed to 
be an increasing compound Poisson process 
N(r) 
A(t)= C Si, 
,=I 
where the Si are positive and i.i.d. with a common distribution function F, N(t) 
being a Poisson process with intensity h (min( a, b) is denoted by a A b). The release 
rate r(x) is assumed to be strictly positive, nondecreasing and continuous on (0,~) 
with r(0) = 0. When b = 00 (the case of infinite capacity), (1) is expressed as 
i 
f 
X(t) = X(0) - r(X(s)) ds+A(t). (2) 
0 
Assuming 0~ X(0) s b (X(0) 2 0 if b = CO), then using the same argument as Cinlar 
and Pinsky [l] for equation (2) it can be shown that (1) has a unique solution X(t) 
with 0 s X(t) s b (X(t) 2 0 if b = CO). Given an arbitrary a (0 s a s b), let us define 
the stopping times T and S by 
T(w) = inf{t; X(t, w) < a}, S(w)=inf{t;X(1,w)>a}. 
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The purpose of this paper is to give, under various conditions, some estimates of 
lower and upper bounds of exponential type for the probability distributions P( T s 
t) and P( S s r) by means of martingale theory. Upper bounds (Theorems 1 and 2) 
are obtained by utilizing an exponential martingale and Doob’s inequality for 
martingales, and lower bounds (Theorems 3 and 4) are obtained by using a technique 
of Rosenkrantz [2,3] which was developed for obtaining an upper bound on P( S s t) 
for a queueing process, a special case of (2). 
In Hajek [4] an exponential type bound as in Theorem 3 appears for the general 
discrete-time parameter processes. It is also interesting to compare our Theorem 2 
with a result in Rosenkrantz [2]. In [2] for a queueing process which is a special 
case of (2), i.e., r(x) = 1, x > 0, a bound of the type 
P(SG t)<e”ll’g(x)/g(a) (3) 
is given, where A0 is a positive constant and g(x) = 1 + xm (m > 1) with the assump- 
tion pL, = J(o,s) yrn dF(y) < ~0. It should be noticed that the factor e”llf which was 
called ‘unpleasant’ in [2] does not appear in Theorem 2, (ii) though we require a 
strong assumption (6). 
The martingale technique for obtaining bounds on hitting times of various proces- 
ses has been used by many authors, some of whom are cited in Hajek [4]. Restricting 
ourselves to the storage processes considered in this paper, we mention Rosenkrantz 
[2,3] and Yamada [5]. The idea of using exponential martingales for obtaining a 
bound on the hitting time distribution of a Wiener process can be found in Williams 
[6, Chapter II, Section 561 and this technique is utilized to obtain our Theorems 1 
and 2. We shall assume that all the processes appearing in (I) are defined on a 
complete probability space (0, 9, P) with a reference family 9, = 
a(X(O), A(s),O~ss t), a completion of c-field generated by X(0) and A(s), 
0 S s s t. We also assume that p = 5: x d F( x) < ~0. 
2. Bounds for hitting time distributions 
Let N,(ds dx) be the random measure associated with the process A(t): 
N/x((O, jl, B) = C [{AA(s) E Bl, ilA(s)=A(s)-A(s-), BE%‘(R), 
7- , 
and let iA (ds dx) (=A ds dF(x)) be the compensator of N,(ds dx) (see Ikeda and 
Watanabe [S, pp. 43,601). Then equation (1) can be expressed as 
X(t) = X(0) - r(X(s)) ds+ xr\(h-X(s-))N,(dsdx). 
(0F’) 
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This may also be written as 
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J 
f I 
X(f)=X(O)- r(X(s)) ds + 
JJ 
xr,(b-X(s-))&(dsdx) 
0 0 (0.W) 
I 
+ 
JJ 
x A (b -X(s-))fi,Jds dx) (4) 
0 (0.m) 
where the last integral is the stochastic integral with respect to the martingale measure 
fi*(d.s dx), as defined in Ikeda and Watanabe [8, Chapter II, Section 31. In this case, 
, 
JJ 
I 
x~(b-X(s-))&dsdx)= 
JJ 
xr,(b-X(s-))N,(dsdx) 
0 (0,~) 0 (OFI 
I 
- 
JJ 
x A (b -X(s-))&(ds dx) 
0 (0.~1 
and this,is an F,-martingale [8, p. 621. Let 
I 
M(t)= 
JJ 
x~(b-X(s-))fiA(dsdx). 
0 (0.W) 
Then we have the following lemma. 
Lemma 1. (i) Assume b < 00. 7hen, for any a E R, 
N(t) = exp{ aM(t) -A J: I,,,, (eu.xA(b-X(s-)) 
- I- a. x A (b - X(s-)) dF(x) ds 
1 
is an S,-martingale. 
(ii) Assume b = 0~ and 
J 
en' dF(s) < 03 for any LY E R. 
(0.~1 
Then, for any a E R, 
I I 
N(t) mexp LY 
i JJ 
xfiz,(ds dx) -A (em’ - I- cyx) dF(x) ds 
0 (OF) JJ 0 (0.0) I 
is an $,-martingale. 
Proof. (i) In view of the uniform boundedness of jumps of M(t), it follows from 
a general result of Yor [7, Theorem 41 that N(t) is a local Fc-martingale. Then since 
N(t) is bounded, it is an 9,-martingale. 
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(ii) Let us apply a generalized Ito’s formula [S, Chapter II, Section 51 to the process 
I 
Z(t) = JJ 
I 
cu&(ds dx) -A JJ (errX - 1 - ax) dF(x) ds. 0 (0,X ) 0 (o.‘r) 
Then 
e z~‘J=ez(O’-~~ez”‘~ J1~~,~l(e..‘-I-ax)dF(x)dr 
t 
+ 
JJ 
(” _i[exp(Z(s)+ ax) - exp Z(S) - cyx exp Z(s)IfiA(dS dx) 
0 I 
f 
+ 
JJ 0 
(” 
.= 
) [exp(Z(s-)+ ax) -exp Z(s-_)I~~(dS dx) 
=I+ 
J’J ,” x) [exp(z(s-)+cux)-eXp z(S-)]sA(ds dx). 0 , 
Thus to see that N(t) is an 9,-martingale, it suffices to show that the last stochastic 
integral in the equation above is a martingale. But for this it is enough to see that 
I 
E 
JJ 
ledz(s-) + ax) - exp Z(s-)\&(ds dx) <a 
0 
(“.,~, 
[8, p. 621, i.e., 
E 
J 
I 
A exp Z(s-) 
J 
lenx - 11 dF(x) ds < co. 
0 (0.~1 
So we shall show that 
J 
I 
E exp Z(s) ds < CC. 
0 
But 
5 
exp Z(s) = eaM(” exp -A 
{ JJ 
(enr - 1 - (YX) dF(x) du < eaM(‘) eKF 
0 COPI I 
for a constant K. We also have 
e “““‘=exp{~A(~)-~A~~} and E e-““‘=exp{hs(k(a)-1)) 
where k(a) =Jco,x-, e”’ M(x). 
Thus 
E expZ(s)sexp(Ks) 
for a constant K, and so 
E 
I’ 
exp Z(s) ds < co 
0 
which was to be proved. 0 
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We shall now present our results on bounds for hitting times S and T. 
Theorem 1. (i) Assume that b < 00 and X(0) =x (a s x G b). Then 
P(Ts l)sexp( -e} exp(y r(b)} 
where k = I,” (x A b)’ dF(x). 
(ii) Assume that b = CO, X(0) = x(a s x s b), r(a) = r< ~0 and 
Then 
e”” dF(x) <co for any (Y E R. (5) 
P(7=5t)aexp{-*}exp{-yrn} 
where k = 5: x2 dF(x) and m = hp - E 
Proof. (i) From Lemma 1 (i), we know that 
N(t)=exp (Y 
1[ 
-X(t)+X(O) I + A 
s( J x~(b-X(s-)) dF(x)-r(X(s)) ds 0 (0,~) ) 1 
I 
- J J A -l+~~.x~(b-X(S-)))dF(x)ds 0 (o .m ) (e-a.xn(b-X(s-)) I 
is an 9,-martingale. Since 
A 
J 
x~(b-X(s-)) dF(x)-r(X(s))a-r(b) 
(0.m) 
and 
e-a-xn(b-x(.y-))_ I+~. xA(b-X(s-))s;~2(~~ b)* 
for any (Y > 0 and x > 0, we have 
N(t)aexp{cr[-X(t)+X(O)]-ar(b)t-$Aa*kt} 
where k = ~co.cnJ (x A b)* dF(x). Thus for any (Y > 0 
P(Tst)=P( sup (-X(s))Z-a)=P( sup a(-X(s))>cY(-a)) 
05s5r O=z--s5-r 
<Pp( sup N(s)>exp{cu(-a+~)-crr(b)t-fha2kt}) 
OSSS, 
=P( sup N(s)~exp{cr(x-a)-nr(b)t-$Aa’kt}) 
OlS=G, 
<exp{--a(x--u)+ar(b)t+$Acr2kf} 
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where the last inequality is due to Doob’s inequality for martingales combined with 
the fact EN(t) = 1. If we now choose 
x-a 
a=->0 
hkt ’ 
we reach our conclusion. 
(ii) Using Lemma 1 (ii), the proof is almost identical with that of (i), and we 
omit the details. 0 
Remark 1. From Theorem 1 (ii), we have 
P(7;*)Gexp{ -y rn}. 
Thus if rn = Al* - ? > 0, P( T = CD) > 0. Note that a similar bound occurs for the ruin 
probability problem of an insurance company (Karlin and Taylor [9, Chapter 6, 
Problem 291). 
For the stopping time S, we have the following: 
Theorem 2. (i) Assume b<m andX(O)=x (O~X~Q). Then 
exp{y m} 
where 
m=ll 
J 
x A b dF(x), k= 
(O.‘X’I J 
(x A b)” dF(x). 
(O,‘X ) 
(ii) Assume that b = 00 and X(0) =x(0< x s a) and 
r 
e”‘ dF(x) <cc for any cy t R. 
Then 
(6) 
p(sc t)sexp -(a-x)2+*(a-x)2 1 t 2t 
x 5,:‘ y2 exp(y g) dF()I)) exp[hp(a -x)]. 
Proof. (i) Since the proof is quite similar to that of Theorem 1, we omit the details. 
(ii) When b = 00, f 
X(t)-X(O)+ J( 4X(s))-A J x dF(x) ds 0 (O,J-1 > I 
-A 
J'I 
(e"' - 1 - (wx) dF(x) ds 
0 (0.Y) 1 
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is an sr,-martingale. Thus if we define a function of a by 
g(a) = 
I 
(eax - 1 - ax) dF(x), 
(0.W) 
we have 
P( T s t) = I’( sup ax(s) > (YU) 
O%.VG, 
SP( sup N(s)Zexp{(Y(a-x)-Apaf-hg(cy)t}) 
OSS-IC 
6exp{-~(a-x)+&af+hg(c~)t}. 
Now taking LY = (a -x)/t > 0, and noting that 
we reach our conclusion. 0 
Theorem 3. Assume that b < ~0 and 
A 
J 
x A (b -a) dF(x) < r(a+). 
(O.Jr) 
Then there exists a > 0 such that 
p( T > t) s eP(a)tE ea(X(‘+a) 
and 
P(LY)=A (ea’x”‘b-a’-l)dF(x)-cur(a+)<O. 
I (O,‘=J) 
The value (Y > 0 which satisfies the equation 
CY 
I 
x A (b-a) e~~x”(b--o) dF(x) = r(a+) 
(0,m) 
is one possible choice. 
Proof. Applying Ito’s formula [8, Chapter II, Section 51, we have 
e-P(a)l e”X”’ = eax(o)+ e-Pca,s eaX(s) 
-P(a) -4X(s)) 
+A e a xn(b-X(.i-)) _ 1) dF(x) 1 &
+ e-P(m)s enX(s-) (e a,xn(b-X(s-))_ l)fiA(ds dx) 
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Since 0~ X(s) G b and b <CO, it is obvious that the last stochastic integral in the 
above is an %,-martingale. Thus we have, for any t>O, 
E e-/3(a).7nr e<YX(7nr, 
+A (e a-rn(h-X(7-))_ ,) dF(x) & 
(0.X) 1 
7nr 
c E ectX”’ + E e mB(m’p enX”) -P(a)-cu(a+) 
fh 
i 
(e -Xn(h-al_ ,) dF(x) dss E em”‘“‘. 
(O,;c) 1 
It follows that 
Ee ‘XX(O)> E(e-,%n)TAf eCrX(Tn’); T> t)ae-fi(n)’ e”“P(T> t), 
which was to be proved. q 
Theorem 4. Assume that b < ~0 and 
A x/\(b-a) dF(x)> r(a). 
(0.W) 
Then there exists CY < 0 such that 
p(s> t) 8 efi(““E en(X(o)-a) 
and 
P(a) = A 
5 
(ea’rn(hmu’- 1) dF(x)-cyr(a) <O. 
(0.m) 
The value CY < 0 satisfying the equation 
A J x A (b-a) ea-rn’hma)dF(x) = r(a) (O,U) 
is one possible choice. 
Proof. The proof is obtained by replacing T by S in the proof of Theorem 3. 0 
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